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1. INTRODUCTION 

The wood processing industry of the Philippines is considered a mature 
industry with i1111ense potential for export. However, this potential has not 
been utilized fully due to many interrelated factors. The existenc~ of 
manpower with creativity and design flair, availability of craft skills in 
rattan weaving and solid wood carving, availability of wood raw material in 
sufficient quantity and quality are some of the positive contributors to its 
strength. Despite the above, the industry is not achieving a great success 
in the quantity and value of its export potential due to the following 
reasons: 

Low productivity levels, 
Design not suitable for serial production, 
Unavailability of precise and modern production equipment, 
Poor tool and machine maintenance, 
Inefficient production layout and flow, 
Insufficient premises and working conditions, 
Unavailability of appropriate work benches and hand tools, 
Undeveloped support and service industries, 
Unavailability of suitably trained and experienced technical personnel, 
especially at the middle management level. 

The wood processing industry of the Philippines must remedy the above 
mentioned shortcomings to attain the competitiveness required for achieving 
success in the target export markets. Since the country's existing raw 
material reserves are being exhausted, immediate action is required for its 
ravival and survival. 

In a comprehensive technical cooperation programme for export 
development started in 1982, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 
is assisting the wood processing industries sector of the Philippines to 
alleviate the shortcomings of the individual firms taking part in the project. 
In the project's first phase, national and international experts had 
undertaken a supply verification and material research for the furniture 
industry as a base for export strategy formulation. 

This rt'port covers the findings and recommendations of an advisory 
mission to selected furniture manufacturers with export potential, carried out 
in a split mission from 2 April to 3 May and from 4 October to 5 Nove1Pber 
1991, undertaken by Sinan Cinar, a UNIDO consultant in production planning and 
control for furniture and joinery plants. The consultant's job description 
is given in Annex I. Although it was not stressed in the consultant's terms 
of reference, he also yrovided ad hoc advice to the ~ompanies he visited on 
such aspects as: 

Equipment selection, 
Tool selection, 
Production technology, 
Production management, 
Factory layout. 

The list of persons met by the consultant is given in Annex II. 

In a~dition to on-the-job advice to, and training of managers of the 
individual companies visited, the consultant organized two seminars on 
production planning and control. The first (lasting one day) was held in Cebu 
on 18 October, while the second, in Manila (lasting half a day) was on 29 
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October 1991. The seminars were attended by 18 participants in Cebu and 19 
participants in Manila. The prograaae of the seminars is given in Annex III. 

The Production Planning and Control Manual (PPC) prepared by the 
consultant as part of his terms of reference has been issued as a separate 
UNIDO document. 

2. FINDINGS 

A. AB Woo<lcraft Co. 

This company is in ope.ation since 1972 and manufactures varied wooden 
items such as chairs, table legs, pedestals, mirror frames and animal figures 
with intricate hand carvings. In 1989, the company moved its machining, 
carving, assembly and sanding operations to a new building with a covered area 
of about 2500 m1

• The previous site is used for final finishing and shipping. 

The species used is Philippines mahogany. 

Total numher of workers consists of 215 regulars and 100 outside 
carvers. 

During his stay at the factory, the consultant has covered all aspects 
of production planning and con!rol in sufficient detail and trained the 
production manager on the job. In particular he has carried out the following 
related activities: 

1. He drew-up a full account of processing of orders, in the form of 
a flow chart (Fig. 1), showing the involvement of different 
departments, namely marketing, PPC and production and the information 
flow among these departments. 

2. He drew-up a full account of planning and controlling of 
production, in the form of a flow chart, to show the steps of work to 
be done and the information flow between the PPC and other departments 
(Fig. 2). 

3. He drafted a set of basic docum~r.tation that is needed for PPC 
for work preparation and transfer of information coming to and going 
out of the PPC department. These documents were the materials and 
parts list, the fittings and hardware list, the templates and jigs list 
as well as the cutters list and routing sheet. These documents can be 
found in the PPC manual. 

4. He drafted a basic cost estimation sheet that could be used for 
pre- and post-production costing. This document is also to be found in 
the PPC manual. 

5. He introdui::ed to, and informed the management about modern 
production planning, machine loading, production scheduling, order 
scheduling, production monitoring and production control boards as they 
are used in Europe. 

6. H~ introduced a simple, but effective, Gantt chart that can be 
usP.d for production capacity planning, production scheduling, machine 
loading and production monitoring i.f the ready-IJl}lde planning, 
scheduling ai.d monito;-ing boards are difficult or expensive to obtain. 
{Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 2: PPC Work Flow Chart. 
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7. He recommended, on a selective basis, the additional tool 
maintenance and sanding equipment needed (i.e. universal tool grinder, 
handsaw blade butt welder, brush and mop sanders). 

8. He trained the counterpart staff on how to use the documentation 
designed. 

9. He explained to, ~nd convinced the members of the management in 
individual and in joint meetings and on an ad hoc basis, of the need 
to have a functional and coherent PPC system and how to use the 
proposed one. 

Those aspects of PPC th.<Jt the consultant covered and the written 
material he used at this factory form the basis of the PPC manual issued 
separately. 

In addition to covering the aspects of PPC, the consultant also carried 
out a general evaluation of the factory. His specific findings were: 

1. The factory's layout needs to be improved considerably, 
especially in the solid wood preparation area. The production flow in 
this area should be reversed so that there is a logical and sequential 
process flow. 

2. The raw material storage area for timber is enclosed like a 
drying chamber. The ceiling is about 2 m high which limits storage 
capacity and the manipulation of timber du;ing receiving and issuing. 

3. The tool sharpening equipment is inadequate for the tools 
currently used. Although a possibility exists for subcontracting tool 
maidtenance, the firms providing this service do not have the necessary 
technical knowledge and expertise. 

4. Existing equipment is not correctly installed, levelled and 
maintained. Those machines that still are on pallets and/or on metal 
legs are unstable and vibrale during operation. 

5. The dust extraction equipment used on some of the solid wood 
processing machinery is inadequate. Host of the machines have no dust 
extraction at all. 

6. The factory's floor area is congested with obsolete equipment, 
overruns and cancelled orders. Aisles ~nd pallet transport lanes are 
not marked. There are no buffer stocks between the departments for 
work-in-process. 

7. The carving station, which is using hand carving only, is 
misplaced in a noisy and dusty area which is affecting adversely the 
productivity and creativity of workers. The ~ork-in-process is moving 
to and fro between assembly, carving and sanding areas. 

8. Long boards of timber are planed on one face by three workers 
before cross-cutting. Planing should be done after cross-cutting. 

9. Because of the slow manual sanding methods used, there is a 
bottleneck in the sanding of carvings. Sanding with brushes and mops 
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using stationary and portable equipment will help decrease the sanding 
time. 

10. Corner blocks of chairs and tables are machined in the assembly 

11. 

area instead of the machining area. 

Housekeeping is very poor: 
cleaned thoroughly. 

the machines and floor are not 

12. In the pricing of timber, the price is calculated on the 
dimensions that are used instead of the net quantity of timber needed 
(i.e. full waste is charged to the first product irrespective of 
whether it will be subsequently used or not). 

B. Ak.ka Wood Inc. 

Akka Wood Inc. was established in 1986. Manufactured products that are 
made to order comprise joinery, furniture, architectural building components, 
cornices and mouldings for the local market and a range of wall shelves and 
brackets for the export markets. 

The timber used in production is Philippine mahogany. 

The total number of workers is 18 of which 10 have good carpentry 
skills. 

During his stay at this factory, the consultant trained the counterpart 
staff on the job and carried out the following PPC-related activities: 

1. He evaluated the wall shelf, model No. 72602 in terms of 
production flow, process involved, process times, construction details 
and dimensions of parts. 

2. On the basis of the above, he replaced all mortise and tenon 
joints using the 32 mm system; standardized and improved the designs of 
some of the parts, consequently simplified their production. 

3. He planned the production of 125 units of model No. 72602, using 

4. 

simple documentation and methods as shown in the PPC manual issued 
separately. 

He scheduled the production of 125 units and determined the 
labour requirements of each operation. Although the calculated 
production capacity is 125 uni ts per t-r:.c:k of 6 working days, the 
production throughput per batch is U days. If the batches are 
scheduled on a weekly basis so that the two routers can work all the 
time, then the output is 125 units per 6 or 7 days, ready for 
lacquering . 

5. He explained to and practised the above with the management and 
the counterpart staff so that they can do the same PPC work for other 
products and models. 

6. He identified bottlenecks in the production, hence the required 
additional equipment for sanding, dowel hole boring and wood drying. 
Provided illustrative brochures of similar equipment. 
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7. He calculated the production cost of wall shelf model No. 72602 
using a custom designed cost calcuiation sheet as shown in the PPC 
manual, by using the cost data provided by the management. Explained 
to the counterpart staff the method used so that they can also use it 
for other products. 

Due to existing orders on hand for the local market and the 
unavailability of the necessary attachments and jigs for lathe, routers and 
vertical drill as well as the additional equipment needed, the actual 
production of the above planned production was not carried out. 

In addition to the above activities, the consultant carried out a 
~P~eral evaluation of the factory. His specific findings were: 

1. Premises: The existing premises on the new factory site which 
the company occupies after the destruction Jf its premises by the MPunt 
Pinotubo eruption, are only big enough for a correctly laid out 
production equipment. Additional floor area is needed for the sanding, 
assembly and finishing departments and for the storage of finished 
goods. 

2. Production equipment: The production equipment: owned by the 
company is general purpose carpentry equipment; additional equipment is 
needed, as identified by the consultant, to replace the excessively 
used hand tools. 

3. Timber used: Air dried Philippine mahogany is used for 
production. However its moisture content varies between 10 and 40 
percer1t: . 

4. Equipment layout: An overall production flow exists in the 
factory. But there are interruptions and congestions especially 
between rough millirg and fine milling sections and in the fine milling 
section mainly due to the close proximity of the machines and wrong 
feeding directions. 

5. Production programme: The current production programme includes 
various joinery and furniture items for the local market. The 
management wants to develop a range of wall shelves and brackets fr,
the export markets. 

6 Production methods: The jobbing production method is e~ployed 
for made-to-order products produced to the customer's design 
requirements. Machining jigs are relatively well made and widely used, 
but no assembly and go-no-go control jigs and gauges are used. 

7. Tool and machine maintenance: The use of badly maintained and 
unsharpened sawblades, drilling bits and cutters is common. Generally, 
there is no preventive maintenance unti1 the breakdown of the 
equipment. 

8. Production management: The firm does not employ any middle 
management personnel with appropriate training and adequate experience 
to undertake this task. 
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9. Production planning and control: At present no activity 
coTacerning production planning and contr.:>l is carried out. and it is 
unlikely to be introduced until when the firm will employ a qualified 
indu~trial engineer. 

10. Cost estimating: The method of cost estimating used currently is 
based on hypothEtical guesstimates of material, labour and overheads. 

11. Housekeeping: The factory is relatively cleaner and tidier than 
the other factories visited by the consult~nt. 

C. Vera Wood ln<iustries Co. 

Ve1:a. Wood Industries, managed by ~he owner, manufactures relatively 
cheap items such as storage boxes. trunks. baskets etc. made of mixed 
materials of wood, rattan and wicker. Currently, the company is developing 
a range of new modtds to be produced in combination with steel and rattan. 
Kost of the production machinery is self-made and simple. The existing 
factory building is becoming congested as the volume of production increases. 
The management is considering expansion of the buildings either on the same 
site or to a new site. 

The consultant's main task was to carry out an overall evaluation of the 
factory in terms of production management expertise and PPC system used, plant 
layout, equipment and production methods, and to make suggestions towards 
their improvement and/or development. 

The consultant's spe~ific findings are given here~nder: 

1. Premises: The existing premises occupy a land area of roughly 
4,500 m3 (82 m x 55 m) including offi~es, showrooms, production halls, 
loading and unloading ramps. The buildings for the production area 
consist of several low s~.eds, inconsistent with each other and the 
production work flow. ~.:n areas allocated to raw material storage, 
carpentry, sorting and ·~utting to length, framing and weaving the 
ceilings are too low, the floor is too rough, Jirty, untidy and 
congested. These shortcomings, coupled with insufficient light and air 
circulation, make it unpleasant for workers to work thus affecting 
their productivity. It is necessary to have a master plan for the 
improvement of the premises s~ep by step ~ver a specific period. The 
minimum height of the eaves recommended for such buildi~gs is 5 m and 
the minimum span should be !Sm. 

2. Equipment layout: The equipment layout follow~ the same 
inconsistency as the buildings. Due to this fact and the inadequate 
space available, a logical production f?ow cannot be seen clearly and 
easily. Such operations as weaving, sanding and finishing have to be 
done in two different places. Aisles for workers and products are 
clogged by equipment (such as the new spray booth) ard by work-in
process lying on the floor. Turning lat:h'!!s have to be placed against 
the wall, in other wordn, the machine should be between the operator 
and the wall, mainly for safety reasons. 

3. Equipment maintenance: During the consultant's visit, there was 
no indication of ny preventive maintenance and lubricati.on of the 
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machines being carried out. This, perhaps, is the main reason for the 
existing machinery's rundown conditions. 

The consultant also noted that the sawdust, chips, shavings and 
dirt accumulated on the equipment had not been cleaned, probably for 
days, if not weeks. 

Almost all the equipment is self-made, but it lacks even the 
minimum safety attachments required for the safety of the operators. 
This fact is mo~e clear on the self-made circular saws. 

None of the equipment has any kind of scales or measuring tapes 
fixed on them to facilitate its setting. 

4. Tool maintenance: During the consultant's visit, the tools used 
on the equipment, such as circular saw blades, band saw blades and 
planer knives were badly maintained. One of the reasons for their 
being blunt is that the workers do not want to spend time on tool 
grinding or order to meet the fixed delivery dates. Secondly, the 
original cutting angles and teeth heights have been lost because of 
uneven grinding by hand using bench-type grinding wheels. This problem 
was clearly visible on the circular saw blades. The existing TCT 
circular saw blades have their TC bits either ground or broken off. 
These blades should be replaced with new ones. 

TCT tools must be ground with diamond. grinding wheels using ;i 

cooling liquid and a circular saw grinding machine. Grinding of HSS 
tools with cooling liquid is also recommended. Tht:- existing bench type 
grinding wheels are suitable only for the grinding of hand tools. and 
to a limited extent, for plan~r knives. 

5. Production methods: A characteristic of rattan furniture 
production is that more handwork (consequently labour) is required than 
for solid furniture production. However, the amount of labour used by 
Vera Wood can be reduced considerably if more suitable equipment, work 
benches, jigs, sanding and working methods are used. 

Many workers are working on the floor only due to the lack of 
work benches. This work position is not comfortable over long periods 
of time and it is the least productive \"ork method. 

Adjusting equipment by trial and error without using measuring 
tApes (because the machines have none fitted for set-up) is causing a 
loss of productive time. For example, the currently used pendulum type 
cross-cut saws are not adjustable for angle cutting. 'fhe wooden blocks 
nailed on the table for angle cutting are not precise enough aod allow 
one cut per pull. Extra time is Also spent to adjust the work piece 
for the second cut. Much productive time is thus lost when compared to 
that needed using an adjustable radial arm saw or a tilting arbor 
circular saw with a travelling table, wh1ch can cut up to 10 pieces at 
a time if suitable jigs are used. 

The e:;isting jigs ccm be further improved and new ones can be 
made. Instead of using a circular saw and a disk sander to round the 
corners of the frames, a jig can be made for the band saw and the two 
operations can be combined. 
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Probably more ldbour is used for hand sanding of the items before 
and after spraying than any other operation in the production. The 
excessive labour used for this operation can be reduced by utilizing 
pneumatically driven cylindrical sanders. This will no doubt produce 
a better and more consistent quality. 

For the attachment of non-structural trims, hot melt glue guns 
could probably also be used instead of nails. (This needs to be 
tested.) This would eliminate some of the work of si::tking the nail 
heads, filling them with putty (or wood mastic) and re-sanding. 

6. Production planning and control: Production planning at Messrs. 
Vera Wood consists of the scheduling of incoming orders by production 
departments such as carpentry, machining, framing, weaving and 
finishing in term.s of materials, labour and time needed at each 
department based on the estimates of the supervisor of each department. 
Production control is limited to the weekly meeting with the department 
supervisors to check if the production times and volumes have been met. 

Ideally, the production scheduling is to be done operation by 
operation, based on justified time and labour requirement::. of each 
operation per piece or operation. On the other hand, production 
control should be based on feei-tack information from each operation on 
a daily basis. The progress of production should be reflected on a 
planning board to enable visual monitoring. In this way, any necessary 
corrective action can be taken early enough - on a daily instead of a 
weekly basis. 

D. Carlos Antonio Disefios Inc. 

Carlos Antonio Disefios Inc. has been in the contra~t furnitur£ business 
since 1960. The company is currently producing rattan and wicker furniture 
on wood frames. The factory has two divisions: 

The solid woodwor~ing division, ~:th a workforce of 15 workers 
produces the solid wood components required for the rattan furniture. 

The rattan division, with a workforce of 45 regular and between 
50 and 150 temporary contract workers, weaves rattan and clads it on to 
the solid wood frames. 

During the Consultant's visit to the factory, this firm was not ready 
for on-the-job training in PPC due to the unavailability of counterpart staff. 
The Consultant therefore did an overall evaluation of its strengths and 
weaknesses and discussed ~hem with the management. The consultant's specific 
findings are listed hereunder: 

1. Premises: The premises consist of two main buildings with a 
total floor area of approximately 5000 m'. One of these buildings is 
occupied by the solid wood production department and the other by the 
rattan production department. Each building has enough floor area for 
storage of raw materials and finished goods, .surface fin1.shing and 
shipping in addition to the existing production area. 
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Free access to the timber storage area and the production hall by 
the nearby residents should be stopped, if only for fire danger and 
safety reasons. 

2. Production equipment: This factory is the best equipped among 
the factories visited by the Consultant. Its equipment inventory 
includes general purpose woodworking equipment as well as specialized 
equipment such as stroke belt sanders, automatic copying lathes etc. 
However none of the equipment has any safety attachments. 

There are many surplus machines which need a complete overhaul 
before they can be reused. 

naere is also a timber drying kiln wit.h two chambers, each with 
about 25m3 capacity. 

3. Timber used: The principal wood species used is Philippine 
mahogany, kiln dried by the sawmillers. Moisture content of timber 
used is not checked prior to production. 

Timber piles in the raw material storage area stay on the ground 
In moet cases, stick~rs which, if used, would facilitate the air drying 
of timber and eliminatP degrading, are not used. 

The waste factor of timber is relatively high. 

4. Equipment layout: There is a non-sequP.ntial ~reduction flow in 
the solid wood processing depart""llent. The layout of the rough milling, 
fine milling and panel processing sections has to be corrected as a 
matter of priority. 

A block layout for the solid wood processing factory (Fig. 4), 
and equipment layout for the rough milling section (Fig. 5) and panel 
processing section (Fig. 6) was prepared by the consultant and 
recommended to the management. 

The unused surplus machinery, compressors, electric power 
generators, machine maintenance and sharpening department and 
production monitoring office are blocking the flow of production. In 
their present location the compressors are getting much of the sanding 
dust from the rattan sanding machine. The boiler used for the rattan 
pole steaming chambers inside the production hall is dangerous from the 
fire risk point of view. 

5. Production programme: Carlos Antonio's present production 
programme includes chairs, double seaters, coffee tables, headboards, 
bedside chests with wood and/or plywood frames and rattan cladding. 
Products are of good design and high quality. 

6. Production methods: Production is on order and in batches. 
Although there are all kinds of production machinery, hand tools and 
hand fitting are widely used during the assembly stage. Assembly jigs 
for drawer runners and drawer slides are not used. 
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LEGEND: 
11. Cross-cut saw 
12. Handsaw I 
13. Handsaw 2 
14. Multiple rip saw 
15. Surface pla~er I 
16. Surface planer 2 
17. Thicknesser 1 
18. Thicknesser 2 

) 

Fig. 5: Equipment layout for rough •illing section. 



LEGEND: 
21. Panel saw 
22. Circular saw 
23. Double circular saw 
24. Band saw (60 cm) 
2~. Multiple line drill 
26. Ve~tical drill 
27. Spindle moulder 
28. Belt sander 1 
29. Belt sander 2 

Fig. 6: Equipment layout for panel processing section. 
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Production management: There is no middle management between the 
factory manager and the supervisors other than the production 
iaonitoring staff. 

8. Production planning and control: Any kind of systematic 
production planning and control is lacking. The orders are passed to 
the department supervisors who do all the planning and production. The 
status of production is controlled by the monitoring staff. 

9. Tool and machine mai.ntenance: The equipment is not the object of 
any kind of greasing. oiling, inspection and maintenance. Some of the 
machines are operated on wooden pallets or blocks without being fixed 
to the floor and levelled. Kost of the circular sa"' blades need 
immediate repair and sharpening. They are being used unsharpened and 
with broken teeth. 

10. Cost estimating: Product costing is based on rough estiaates and 
is not systematic. Since actual costing is not done. a product's 
profitability cannot be determined. 

11. Housekeeping: Cleaning of workplaces and tidying up the timber 
stacks in the raw material storage are probably the most neglected 
tasks in this factory. 

The non-existence of any kind of dust extraction equipment in the 
production departments is aggravating the situatior.. Waste boxes of a 
suitable size for off-cuts are needed for cross-cutting saws, band 
saws. rip saws and circular saws. 

Large stocks of solid wood and rattan waste accWIUlated in the 
courtyard of the factory should be disposed off immediately or placed 
further away from the buildings because of the high fire risks they 
represent. 

Stocks of overrun parts have to be clearP.d out of the way of the 
production flow. 

E. Berben Hood Inciustries Inc. 

Berben Wood Industries Inc. established in 1978. started to produce 
mouldings and furniture components with a workforce of 289 workers. Due to 
the rising raw material prices. Berben Wood is now diversifying into 
production of more value-added products such as furniture and accessories. 

During his visit to the factory, the consultant has noted the 
management's positive attitude and their willingness to upgrade their exist!.ng 
PPC system and to implement suggestions made. 

However the time allocated for this factory was very short (4 days only) 
for the consultant to conduct a thorough on-the- job training for the PPC 
staff. Instead, a short evaluation of their PPC system was done, and a brief 
meeting was held with the staff concerned to present suggestions for the 
improvement of the PPC used presently. During that meeting a sW1111ary of the 
PPC manual was also given. 
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Ir. addition to the above, the consultant did an overall evaluation of 
the factory and discussed his findings with the management. Specific findings 
are listed hereunder: 

1. Premises: The factory site of Berben Wood Industries consists of 
three separate buildings for production and one for storage and 
offices . 

At present, two of the buildings are used for the production of 
mouldings, co .. ponents. louvre doC'rs and finger jointed boards. The 
third building with an area of 2,824m2 will be laid out as a general 
purpose furniture factory. The building has no side walls. Therefore. 
sand, debr~s and sawdust is easily carried into the building by the 
wind. The surface finishing area where spraying and drying of lacquer 
will take place, has still to be separated from the rest of the factory 
and put under positive pressure to keep the dust out. 

2. Production equipmen~: More or less all types of woodworking 
equipment, including vidE · elt sanders, four-side planers and moulders, 
a double-end tenoner and a veneering press exist in the factory. 

Some additional equipment would be needed, depending on the line 
and design of !urniture in which the company will specialize. 

3. Timber used: Kiln dried Philippine rosewood and mahogany 
suppli~ by their sawmill operations are used in the production. 

4. Equipment layout: The furniture production line is still being 
developed and therefore the layout has not yet been finalized. In the 
aftermath of the last typhoon, some of the machines have been placed 
temporarily in different parts of the factory. After the finalization 
of the layout, aisles also have to be marked. During the available 
short time. the consul tani. prepared a block layt>ut for the management's 
use (Figs. 7 and 8). 

5. Production programme: The present production programe of Berben 
Wood includes mouldings. components, louvre doors, finger jointed wall 
panels and chairs. A garden furniture line for export is under 
development. However, it is hoped that the number of designs vill be 
kept to a minimum and that the fac~ory vill specialize in a particular 
product range. 

6. Production methods: Production of furniture is in small batches 
of different designs fulfilling mainly the trial orders. Therefore, 
the amount of manual work and fitting is high and the use of jigs is 
minimal. After the finalization of the factory layout and when 
producing for regular orders, all the parts should be produced as final 
products and fully machine sanded before surface finishing. Hand 
sanding should be used for de-nibbing only where necessary. If hand 
sanding is heavy, then sanding blocks are needed. Prototypes and jigs 
should be produced in a separate workshop in order not to disrupt the 
normal production. 

7. Production management: At present there is a gap between the 
general management and the production supervisors. 
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8. Production planning and control: The personnel are unexperienced 
but their good basic training and the existing positive attitude are a 
big advantage for the company. After a short period of familiarization 
and with the direction and support of the management, the PPC system 
proposed by the consultant can be implemented easily at this factory. 

9. Tool and machine maintenance: Host Qf the existing equipment is 
worn out and run down due to poor preventive maintenance. At the end 
of each working day, the equipment used needs proper cleaning, oiling 
and greasing. Bearings, driving belts and chains and electric motors 
should be inspected periodically based o~ maintenance plans. Machines 
should be fixed to the floor and levelled before they are used. 

Existing circular saw blades and drill bits are badly damaged and 
have to be ~epaired i ... ~diately. 

Covers of electric distribution panels and fuse boxes should be 
closed and kept free from dust for safety reasons. 

10. Housekeeping: Although a dust extraction system exists, it is 
not fully fw1ctional. Saw dust that is not extracted, is carried 
around Ly the wind blowing through the factory. This is a big concern 
especially in the surface finishing and drying area. The floor of the 
spray room should preferably be cleaned with a portable dust extractor 
using a broom attachment. 

3. RECOHHENVATIONS 

Host of the shortcomings identified by the consultant during his visits 
to individual companies, seem to be commc.n. Therefore, the following 
recommendations apply to all: 

1. The industry as a whole lacks appropriately trained and 
sufficiently experienced production managers and technicians. Hore 
graduates of subjects related to woodworking and industrial engineering 
should be employed and the existing ones should be exposed to the 
state-of-the-art of wood processing through visits to appropriate trade 
fairs, exhibitions and factories in the USA and Europe. 

2. The industry should lobby with the appropriate government 
departments for the development of a contemporary woodworking course 
with options in machining, production engineering and management. 

3. The industry, through its Chamber (CFIP) being the driving force, 
should develop and organize sho:-t tra:!ling seminars with the help of 
internatio~ia! organizations covering various aspects of woodworking and 
production management, PPC and cost estimating, equipment selection and 
plant layout etc. 

4. Timber with more than 10 percent ~oisture content should not be 
used for indoor furniture produced for export in order to overcome 
production and quality problems. Moisture content checks have to be 
made prior using the timber in production. 

5. Factory layouts should be improved, .. aking intc; account the 
sequential production flow, stock ar~as for work-in-process between the 
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raachines. and intermediatt! stock cres between different production 
areas. 

6. Production and auxiliary equipment sho~ld be cleaned, oiled and 
greased daily and inspected and maintained regularly to prevent 
breakdown and hence a l~•s of production time in view of long delays 
and cf the difficulty of obtaining spare parts. 

7. The worn-out or damaged cutters should be replaced or repaired 
and subsequently sharpened correctly. 

8. The labour force should be t:rained in machine •·oodworking skiils 
to increase labour productivity, machine and capacity utilization a~~ 
t:o attain the production precision necessary to permit 
interchangeability of parts and to eliminate hand fitting and use of 
hand tools during t:he assembly stage. 

9. A critical process and dimensional control should be carried 
through all the stages of production by using the appropriate measuring 
tools and go-no-go gauges. 

10. Such PPC functions as capacity planning, order control, 
scheduling, manpower planning, cost estimating, work preparation, 
machine loading, production control, materials planning and stock 
control should be performed systematically and continuously by the 
adequately trained staff. 
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ANNEX I 

25 September 1990 

PROJECT OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PHILIPPINES 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

DG/PHI/37/007/11-10 (J-12209) Rev.I 

Consultant in production planning and control for furniture 
and joinery plants. 

2 months (split mission) 

As soon as possible 

Manila, with travel in the Philippines. 

To develop and implement export strategies for four 
products (natural fibres. wooden furniture. builders' 
woodwork and wooden toys), to develop product adaptation, 
improve production and disseminate the experience to the 
industry and build-up an improved trade information and 
collection system and procedures. 

Under the direction of the National Project Manager and in 
collaboration with the national experts, and other project 
staff, he will be expected to review and assess the 
production planning and control procedures used in the 
wooden furniture, joinery and toys factories cooperating 
with the project and advise on improvements. 

In particular he will be expected to: 

Phase I 

(1) Review the reports on the three wood-based industries 
as gathered by ITC consultants during the earlier phases of 
the project, including other re]evant information 
materials. 

(2) Visit the firms participating in the programme 
(manufacturing wooden furniture, builders' woodwork and 
wooden toys) to appraise their range of products, product 
batch sizes, produr.tion methods and production planning and 
control methods. 
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(2) Advise each plant on the most effective production 
planning and control procedures. using time-and-motion 
principles. design efficient production systems and control 
methods. and adapting them to the existing operations. 
resources and capabilities. 

(3) Prepare relevant documentation to serve as operational 
manuals for production planning and control procedures in 
the manufactured wooden products industry. 

(4) Study the possibility of improving production 
efficiency through cooperation between the participating 
companies, in line wit~. t;nt: specialization thrust. 

(4) Conduct technical seminars in Manila and Cebu for the 
managers and supervisors of the plants on proper resource 
management and on maximizing the benefits of effective 
production control c:."?chanisms. 

Phase II 

(1) Visit again the participating companies to assess 
whether his recommendations were properly implemented and 
whether improvements were introduced to the production plan 
and to the control systems of the individual companies. 

(2) Advise the companies on what measures should be adapted 
on problems that may have arisen since his last visit. 

(3) Allocate time with each company to monitor closely at 
factory-floor level the implementation of the measures 
suggested, identifying gaps and critical production paths 
and ensuring that the companies are able to solve their 
problems. 

(4) Prepare the relevant documentation which will serve as 
operational manuals for production planning and control 
procedures in the secondary wood processing industries. 

(5) Prepare a technical report with his findings and 
recommendations to maintain or further improve the 
production processes and control systems of the 
participating companies. 

Quel1ti~et1ons: Wood technologist or engineer with considerable experience 
in serial production of a wide range of manufactured wooden 
products in small and medium plants. Experience in 
production planning and control procedures essenti.d. 
Experience in developing countries highly desirabl~. 
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Bac:kgrot:...1d information: .i\.l though wood processing is considered a mature industry in 
the Philippines. the low productivity levd in the majority 
of companies is evident. Some factors are ineffective 
production layout. under-utilization of the existing 
equipment, improper selection of machinery. The wood 
industry nn.;.st take measures to increase productivity and 
value added to its operations, thus attaining the 
competitiveness required on international markets. Since 
the raw material reserves of the industry are dwindling, an 
efficient production and an improvement in quality are the 
keys to its survival. The object of this consultancy is to 
assist individual enterprises in achieving these goals. 

Under its Expert Development Project, the authorities of 
the Philippines are taking all possible measures to improve 
the productivity levels of individual wood-processing firms 
and to strengthen the export possibilities of their 
products. The project staff, together with internationally 
recruited experts from ITC and national consultants. 
undertook a supply verification and a market research for 
each wood-based industry as a base for the export strategy 
formulation phase of the project. The project is taking a 
cohesive approach for the three wood-based industries, 
since the findings of the previous phases reveal inter
related problems for all industries (wooden furniture. 
builders' woodwork and wooden toys). 
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ANNEX II 

List of persons met 

Bureau of Export Trade Development. DTI: 

Mr. Francis Norman 0. Lo?eZ, Project Manager 
Ms. Emma S. Monteagudo, Senior Planning Officer 

Cbamber of furniture Inciustries of the Philippines. CFIP: 

Mr. Eduardo D. Baluyut, National President 

JB WoQdcraft Co.: 

Mr. Jose C. Bituin, Manager 
Mrs. Myrna Bituin, Marketing Manager 
Hr. Rizaldy 0. Guintu, Production Manager 

Akka Wood Inc . : 

Mr. Armin D. Tinio, President 
Ms. Angela G. Trinidad, Cost Accountant 

Vera Wood Inciustries Co.: 

Mr. Resty de Vera, General Manager 
Mrs. de Vera, Marketing Manager 

Carlos Antonio Disefios Inc.: 

Mr. Hark G. Cancio, Operations Manager 

Berben Wood Inciustries Inc.: 

Mr. Antonio N. Chiu, General Manager 
Hr. Lip Koon Goh, Works Manager 
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ANNEX III 

PROGRAMME OF THE SEMINAR ON PRODUCTION PLANNING AND CONTROL 
IN WOODEN FURNITURE PRODUCTION 

SEMINAR ON: 

PRODUCTION PLANNINNG AND CONTROL 
IN WOODEN FURNITURE PRODUCTION 

October 18, 1991 
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

DTI Conference Room 

Brought to you by ~ 

CHAMBER OF FURNITURE INDUSTRIES OF THE PHILS. 
DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY 

EXPORT DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

[l'fi: Confererace Rr.Jom. 2/F W[IC Bldg. 
Juan Lural';I er.Jr. P. Burgr.Je Ste. 

Cebu City 

October 18. 1991 

SJ-eaker 

tfr-. Ziraan Cir1l';lr 
UNIDO Consultc..nt 

9: 00 I';!!!! Of-en ing 

9:15 am Introduction <'f Wood Furniture 
Producticn Planning and Control 

10: 30 1';1111 Brl!:c..lt 

12: 00 rm Lur1ch 

1: 00 J'll'• PrC1dur.:t ior1 Control 

2: 00 J'll'1 Wort'..shCIJ•/EY.erc iee 

3: 00 JOUI Bree.It 

4: 00 JC• OJ..,.:n Fr_,nnr, 
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ANNEX IV 

Substantive Officer's Comments 

The consultant has provided assistance not only in production planning 
and co~trol - as per his job description - but he has also provided general 
evaluations of the factories he visited. The advice given was sound and to 
the point. 

The Manual on Production Planning and Control he has prepared describes 
methods compatible with the factories' size and level of development. 




